
Neck and Shoulders 
Stretch Guide 

for Equestrians  



Hey! I'm Doug, the founder of
Eventer Supplements. 

 
We have found that there is a
huge knowledge gap on self-

care within the 
riding community. 

 
Everyone cares for their horse,

but tend to neglect themselves.  
So, in order to help you make a
positive change and improve

your recovery and performance,
we have created this neck and
shoulder stretch guide to help

you. 



Gradually lower the chin toward the chest and
look downward while only moving the head 
Once the head has been flexed forward as far
as it can comfortably go, hold the stretch for 5
seconds before returning to neutral position.

 

NECK AND SHOULDERS  

The stretches within this section will
help lengthen the muscles and

joints around the neck. 
The purpose of this is to improve

mobility, range of motion and
alignment.

NECK FLEXION (FORWARD
BENDING) 



Sit comfortably on the floor or in a chair, making
sure your body is in proper alignment
Clasp your hands and bring both palms to the
back of your head
Gently press your hands down toward your
thighs, tucking your chin into your chest

 

SEATED CLASPED 
 NECK STRETCH



Slowly bend the head to one side, such as by
bringing the right ear toward the right shoulder
During this stretch, the shoulders and back
remain still while the neck flexes laterally to the
side
Once the head has flexed as far as it can
comfortably go to the side, try to hold the stretch
for 5 seconds before returning the head to
neutral position
This stretch is then repeated in the opposite
direction

 

LATERAL NECK
FLEXION (BENDING

SIDE TO SIDE) 



Slowly bend the head to one side, such as by
bringing the right ear toward the right shoulder
During this stretch look upwards to one side
Once the head has flexed as far as it can
comfortably go to the side, try to hold the
stretch for 5 seconds before returning the head
to neutral position
This stretch is then repeated in the opposite
direction

 

LATERAL NECK
FLEXION LOOKING
UP (BENDING SIDE

TO SIDE)



Stand with your feet wider than hip distance
with your toes facing forward
Interlace your hands behind your back and open
your chest
Engage your leg muscles and keep a slight
bend in your knees
Hinge at the hips to fold forward, bringing your
arms up
Allow your head to hang down

 

WIDE-LEGGED
STANDING

FORWARD BEND



Start standing or sitting tall and place one
hand on your mid to lower back
The other hand on the opposite side of your
head
Pull your head toward your shoulder, looking
straight ahead until you feel a stretch in your
neck

 
 

UPPER TRAPEZIUS
STRETCH



All exercise is at your own risk. 
Make sure that you only push yourself to whatever you

feel is suitable and achievable for you. 
This guide is designed for a healthy adult with no existing

medical conditions or injuries. 
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